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CLEANSING & PROTECTING: THE PRIESTESS WAY 

Shamanic priestess “cleansing” is the energetic & spiritual “cleaning” of a physical 

body, a portion of the body, energetic “light” bodies, dreamtime, you in other “realms” 

or “dimensions”, and/or physical spaces. CLEANSING has been conducted since the 

beginning of time, through song, drum, dance, flower medicine, plant medicine, 

ceremony & ritual. Of course, techniques depend on the land one comes from & the 

culture itself. It is important to know what you are using, if you are using it properly & 

if you feel you have (spiritual and/or human) “permission” to use it/do it. RESPECT is 

so important.  

The same applies for shamanic priestess “protecting” methods. Throughout the ages, 

medicine people and priestesses have used amulets, sacred objects, plants, sound 

medicine/song, drum, dance, multi-dimensional ceremony, altars, rituals & so many 

other techniques to achieve a “protected state” to preserve the individual (or group’s) 

energetic integrity. Again, knowledge, studying, asking, connecting to your own 

ancestors and ancestral wisdom and land is a great (and essential) way to start…  

 

BASIC SELF CARE – tending to your own garden first… 

 
which of these are you doing? which will you commit to? 

 

1. Clean Body, Clean Home, Clean Mind, Clean Heart. CLEAN WOMB. 
2. Daily/Weekly Meditation/EARTHING (feet/bare body in ground) 
3. Take Responsibility for Your Thoughts/Patterns (There are no 

“Victims”; Don’t be a “Victim”; Speak Your Truth.) 
4. Practice Daily Mindfulness: Be a Scientist of Your Soul 

(OBSERVE/RELEASE) 
5. Create Sacred Routines in Nature, Altar, through Body & Heart 
6. Daily Gratitudes, Forgiveness Ceremony, Ancestor Healing 
7. Do Private Ceremony During New Moon & Full Moon Events (be 

very discerning for “group” moon events, it’s a “harvesting” time.) 
8. Trust Your Inner Light Over All Others (You’re Your Best Guru.) 
9. Let Go of WHO & WHAT no longer serves you – ‘If it’s broken, don’t 

fix it!’ – You don’t owe anybody anything. 
10.  Compassion, Share Your Love & Set Clear Intentions & Boundaries 
11. Do what you love, follow your BLISS – TRUST the process – Enjoy! 
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HOW DO I CLEANSE & PROTECT MY PHYSICAL SPACES? 
 

 Set clear intentions for each space with love & clarity 

 Keep a space as free as possible from hateful words or negative energy 

 Clean up your messes, especially other’s messes (physical, sexual, energetic, 
verbal, etc) 

 Keep a space de-cluttered, mopped and dust-free (entities accumulate there) 

 Keep an altar, which serves as an automatic “talisman” (protection) for a space, if 
you do it right 

 Use sound, prayer, smell, and “cleansed” and sanctified objects to seal and 
protect your room 

 As you become skilled and know “who” and “what”, call in Spirit Guides to 
cleanse or protect a special space (for the adept Priestess only) 

 Cleanse a space before using it. Do daily upkeep to keep it high!  

 ALWAYS cleanse a body or space BEFORE you seal or protect it.  

 Do FREQUENT UPKEEP of an ongoing altar or special place (tune in to the 
frequency, cleanse, keep it uncluttered, pray and meditate with love in your 
heart to keep the positive vibration in it, use protective mechanisms to ward of 
negative Spirits, entities and energetic wavelengths) 
 

SOME HELPFUL BEGINNER STEPS 
 

INCENSE before, after ceremony/consecration of items in a sacred space & at home 

(most people don’t like smoke or smells, so be careful and always use natural): Copal, 

Paulo Santo, Benzoin, Three Kings, Dragon’s Blood, Nag Champa (calming), Satya Sai 

Baba, carefully burn Amber on charcoal, Frankincense and/or Myrrh (attract high 

frequencies), Sandalwood (calming & receptive), On Charcoal or in Potpourris: Allspice, 

Bay, Cinnamon, Coffee, Garlic Peelings, Rosemary 

 

SAGE self & room, before and after but let the air flow freely through the room(s) to 

escape as they are purifying and taking out things that must go 

 

RATTLE, FLUTE, MUSIC, SONG, SOUND – Negative energy and entities have a very 

hard time tolerating high frequency sounds. Shamanically speaking, the shamanic 

priestess has used sound since the beginning of time, that of rattle, flute, drum, song, 

harp and more…But the tool must “come” to you, find you. You will know. Always 

purify and consecrate items and taking them through ceremony before using. 

 

WATER (sprinkled in your sheets, in your mop water, as spritzers or on altars): Ocean, 

River, Lake, Rain, Holy Water or Spring Water 
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FLORIDA WATER OR ROSE WATER (to protect): Spray as a diluted spritzer in 

space/air/floors/dust rag 

 

EGGSHELL CHALK – Before doing anything ceremonial but after meditating and 

setting your intention for a space or ritual, use your finger to draw a line from East to 

West then South to North saying”  

 

COLOR & FREQUENCY IN A PLACE: Know your chakra colors and others, and allow 

them to guide what you wear, your space, and amulets for emotional state or outcome 

 

ROCKS & STONES – Use specific stones and crystals to reach certain effects in a 

particular space, such as amethyst for multi-dimensional communications/clarity, rose 

quartz for opening the heart space of the room (love, compassion, affection), obsidian or 

black tourmaline to keep out denser energies, fluorite to block out psychic attack or 

black magic (cloaking effect, so you can’t be spotted in a space) 

 

TALISMANS HANGING OR HANGING IN POUCHES (stones, crystals, protective 

beads, sage, tobacco, medicinal plants with particular attributes going for certain 

mental, emotional or spiritual states etc) to ward off negative energy (MEDICINE 

BUNDLES/Lakota Sioux) 

 

PRAYERS/MANTRAS according to your belief system and what resonates with your 

Soul: The Lord’s Prayer, “OM”, Wiccan Evening Chant, a chant. 

 

SAINTS: Even if you are not a Catholic/Christian, you may access the powerful 

protective and manifesting energies of Catholic candles 

 

NATURAL SEA SALT IN THE CORNERS OF ROOMS/SPACES, REMOVE WHEN 

DONE OR AFTER A WEEK OR MORE. 

 

CANDLES: Color, size, properties, intention matter! 

 

CALL IN TWO CENTURIAN GUARDS FOR PROTECTION – Imagine two guards 

guarding the entrance of your space. See them keeping out an unwanted energies or 

interferences. Ask them to be vigilant. 
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FREQUENT MEDITATION or PRAYER for 5-15 minutes once or twice per 

day: Use a candle or visual to focus on or close your eyes and create a visual 

in the mind’s eye to focus on. Watch your breath and take it deeper, evening 

the inhale and the exhale. With inhales, imagine a golden light of nutrients 

filling you. With each exhale, imagine all stress and worry leaving you. Allow 

each thought to become a mere ripple with the finger as you touch the still 

water and watch it dissipate.  

Call on your Guides or a particular ancestor, Spirit Guide and/or your 

Higher Self given the particular need or mindset you are in. Cleanse it before 

and cleanse afterwards, always thanking Source or your guides. Altars & using 

the same space are ideal. Focus on a question, an intention or an emotional or 

energetic state you will manifest. Meditative music or repeating a sacred 

mantra or prayer always help. You can merely use the Reiki Ideals as your 

invocation, changing the words to meet your needs that day, or repeat the 

“OM” sound, or make your own…such as…”I am a beacon of Love, Light & 

Compassion. I am whole, healthy and a giver of healing hands of Light…” 

Try to embrace and give off Love & Light as much as possible 

Avoid Negative situations but do your shadow/”wound” work 

Keep things clean and organized, as your mind will be too 

Do EFT tapping or other methods when calm is needed 

Imagine Other Forms of Protection All Around You: 1) Create an imaginary 

bubble; 2) Imagine protective clothing and zip it up 

CLEANSINGS/PROTECTING for HEALING, CEREMONY, OR SEX! 

1. BEFORE: Clear the mind, open the heart, heighten your frequency, clear the 
space and body of negative energy… 

a. Say, “Archangel Michael, please ensure that this event is only of the highest 
good for myself and ____ (who?). Let no negative forces pass. Seal & 
protect this space with Divine, Radiant Light & Only Love.”  

2. DURING: Keep checking in with the event & people energetically. Stop if 
something feels off. Often, there is always ONE person who is merely there to 
create chaos. Ask the group if they feel you should continue. Clear the energy 
before continuing. Always feel comfortable asking someone to leave, lovingly.  

3. AFTERWARDS: Always THANK YOUR GUIDES, ask that the client’s Guides go 
with them and not linger, and say out loud, “This session is now closed. All your 
energy returns to you, all of my energy returns to me, all cords are cut. We are fully 
cleansed & protected & complete…” 

a. End with a favorite prayer, mantra or sacred shamanic technique. Cleanse 
the space with a technique from above after everyone has gone away. 

 


